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Ql (a) Mention various frequency reuse schemes. (5x5=25)

(b) Prove that for a hexagonal geometry, the co-channel reuse ratio is given by

Q = .J3N, where N::.:: i2 + ij + / .

(c) What could be the impact of Foliage loss in calculatingGOS?

(d) Define umbrella pattern effect. Also, mention its benefits.

(e) Discuss difference of fixed channel assignment and non-fixed channel assignment.

(6)

(2.5)

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) Verify the statement that as long as the cell size is fixed,CII is independent of the

transmitted power of each cell. (4.5)

(b) What is paging control? (2)

(c) Suppose there are 1001 radio channels and each has an area of 12km2 and the

entire system covers an area of 4200km2• (6)

(i) Calculate system capacity if cluster size is 7.

(ii) How many times would the cluster of size 4 have to be replicated in order to

approximately cover the entire cellular area?

(iii)Calculate the system capacity if the cluster size is 4.

(iv) Does decreasing the cluster size increase the system capacity?

OR

Q3 (a) Define co-channel Interference for seven-cell cluster pattern. Also, find CCI for the

case when mobile is at cell boundary. (6.5)

(b) Define Trunking efficiency and Grade of service. (2)

(c) State cell splitting. If each cell is allocated 60 channels regardless of cell size. Find

the number of channels contained in a 3x3km2 area without cell splitting i.e.

R=lkm and with cell splitting. (4)

UNIT-II

(a) How can you obtain point to point model (Lee Model)?

(b) What are the limitations of GPRS?

Q4

(6)

(6.5)

(2.5)

(5)

(5)

OR
(a) Define spectrum efficiency.

(b) Compare AMPS and digital cellular system with respectto various parameters.

(c) Why location update is required in cellular system.

************

I
(e) Derive pee spac~ equation i.e. P,. ~ P,. ( 4;)' ' whe.e P,"transmitted f.ee powe.

Pr=Received power, A. is wavelength, r is distance between Tx and Rx. (4)

OR

Q5 (a) What are the merits of Two hand-off-level algorithm?Analyse it. (4)

(b) What do you understand by Dropped Call Rate? Discuss various methods to

improve it. (4)

(c) Define Two Ray Model for propagation in open area. Also, find out incident angle for

a mobile communication if cell site antenna height is 100m and mobile antenna

height is 2m and communication path is 10m. (4.5)

UNIT-III

Q6 (a) What are the different channels used in GSM system? Describe all set up channels

in detail and why they are required? (6.5)

(b) Write in detail about OFDM transmitter and Receiver. (6)

OR

Q7 (a) Draw diagram of Turbo Encoder, why turbo coding is important in cellular mobile

system? (6)

(b) Mention differences between FDD (Frequency Division Duplexing) and TDD (Time

Division Duplexing). (6.5)

UNIT-IV

(a) What are various security levels provided in GSM?

(b) Discuss salient features of IS-95.

Q8

Q9
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